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Introduction

Centrum Pile originated from a local brick-and-mortar 
company, founded in 1882 in Denmark. In 1965, the 
company was established as an independent public limited 
liability company whose primary purpose is the production of 
precast concrete piles. Today, the company is part of a group 
of a total of 5 production factories in 5 different countries, all 
of which specialise in the manufacture of prefabricated piles.

We are thus strongly represented with production in both 
Denmark, England, Sweden, Germany and Poland and 
together constitute the largest pile manufacturer in Europe 
with a total capacity of approx. 3.5 million linear meters of 
piles per year.

The Centrum Group today employs more than 200 people 
globally in production and administration functions.
The production consists of production management, 
warehouses, reinforcing welds as well as concrete 
production and foundry. The administration includes 
management, sales, marketing, logistics, accounting, 
development, quality and laboratory function, IT and HR.
 

Energy Piles
The sustainable foundation
Centrum Pile’s Energy Piles are standard precast concrete piles with 
PE100 tubes cast into them. This enables fluid to circulate down into the 
ground for extraction of heat to warm up the building on top of the piles in 
connection with a heat pump.

Furthermore, the Energy Piles can cool down the building by drawing out 
excess heat from the building and storing this heat in the ground - known 
as a passive cooling effect.

As such, the function of Energy Piles is dual, since they both carry the 
building and provide sustainable ground source energy for heating and 
cooling.

Energy piles are available in the same lengths as Centrum’s standard pile 
portfolio - from 7-18m - and can be provided in the dimensions 25x25cm 
to 45x45cm.

Through its dimensioning tool, Centrum Pile is able to precisely estimate 
how many Energy Piles are needed for any building to provide the 
required energy demand, without creating permafrost underneath the 
building, which would render the system unusable in the long run. 

Energy Pile concept - single-u configuration tubes circulate heating and cooling liquid from the ground to the building.
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Energy Piles

Dating back to 1882, the 
Centrum Pile Group produces 
precast reinforced concrete 
piles. 

In 1965, the present company was 
founded as an independent public 
limited company with the primary 
purpose of manufacturing concrete 
piles. 

Today the group consists of
five factories around Europe 
with a total production
capacity of more than 3.5 million 
linear meters of precast concrete 
piles. Lars Christensen

Centrum Group Manager
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Structure

CENTRUM PÆLE A/S
Science

Currently, several methods exist to harvest the energy of 
the ground, primarily horizontal and vertical ground source 
energy installations.

The Energy Piles fall under the vertical ground source 
energy installation terminology, but differs from the 
traditional method, as this usually involves drilling 250m or 
more into the ground to place the probe.

Energy Piles on the other hand operate in the upper layers 
of the ground between 8-18m, where the temperature is 
constantly between 8-10°C. These layers are heated by the 
sun but remain unaffected by the changing seasons and 
fluctuations in air temperatures. 

This results in great conditions for heat extraction all year 
round, but is especially beneficial for use with cooling, as it 
is possible to cool down a building simply by circulating the 
cool fluid from the energy piles within the building.

As the liquid carrying tubes are an in-built feature of 
precast concrete piles, Energy Piles provide several 
hundreds of meters of energy extraction tubes without 
taking any additional space - as is the case with horizontal 
installations, which require many hundreds of square 
meters to supply the building with sufficient energy.

The relationship between ground temperature stability and depth, as seen over a full year.

*EER: Energy Efficiency Ratio; describes the efficiency of a cooling system.
EER of 20 = 1 kWh added electricity results in 20 kWh total energy output.

**COP: Coefficient of Performance; describes the efficiency of a heating system.
COP of 6 = 1 kWh added electricity results in 6 kWh total energy output.

Energy Piles
Structure

Energy Piles are built to carry a building 
and to circulate fluid from and to the 
ground. 

Energy Piles
Science 

The upper layers of the ground are 
home to an abundance of energy, 
created by the heat of the sun.

Reinforcement cage

The reinforcement cage is similar to those found in 
standard precast piles and contains between 6 and 20 
vertical steel rods, bound and welded together with hanger 
wire.

PE100 Tubes

Bound inside the reinforcement cage of the Energy Piles 
are the PE100 tubes used to circulate the fluid carrying the 
energy from the ground into the building and vice versa.

The tubes are joined with arc welding, which means they 
fuse together upon connection, ensuring a 100% air and 
water tight connection.

Concrete layer

The reinforcement cage and the PE tubes are covered 
and cast in a layer of concrete, which ensures that the 
Energy Pile is strong enough to carry its designated 
building.

The concrete layer also protects the PE tubes indefinitely.

Effective method of storing energy

Summer
By circulating the cool fluid from 
the piles in the building, excess 
heat is extracted from it and 
stored in the ground, keeping 
the ground at a balanced 
temperature.

Ground temperatures of 8-10°C 
ensure an EER* of 20-30 with the 
right setup and dimensioning.

Winter
The stored energy in the ground 
is used to heat up the building in 

connection with a heat pump.

Ground temperatures of 8-10°C 
ensure a COP** of 3.5-6 with the 

right setup and dimensioning.
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Centrum Pile takes an active role in planning and projecting 
Energy Pile systems installations.

This means that Centrum will participate in the entire 
process from dimensioning the project to finding and 
cooperating with the most competent heat pump suppliers 
and plumbing installers. This ensures a succesful and 
efficient installation where all stakeholders are involved.

To use Energy Piles, it is essential that they are considered 
as a main or complementary source of energy for the 
building from the earliest stages of the project, to ensure 
that all components are factored in before the actual 
construction of the building commences.

Therefore, Centrum Pile offers to perform and present 
dimensionings for any building project provided that Energy 
Piles is considered as a viable solution for the project.

Centrum Pile has cooperated with the Swedish founded heat 
pump supplier EnergyMachines since 2019 to dimension and 
market Energy Pile systems, primarily in Denmark. 

EnergyMachines possesses a huge degree of experience with 
dimensioning and supplying heat pumps for large ground source 
energy systems, focusing on sustainable green technology and 
future solutions to today’s global warming issues.

As such, EnergyMachines stands out as a preferred partner for 
Centrum Pile’s Energy Piles system. EnergyMachines shares 
Centrum’s visions for sustainability in the building sector and has 
the competencies to succesfully pair the system with the correct 
sized and tuned heat pump, alongside determining how to best 
design the energy central to meet the installation demands.

In 2020, EnergyMachines assisted with the dimensioning of 
an Energy Pile foundation for Centrum Pile AB’s new offices in 
Sweden and will also supply the heat pump for the system.

More information about EnergyMachines can be found on:

www.energymachines.com

Energy Piles are driven into the ground in the same way as any other precast concrete pile, using a pile driving machine. Once driven, the Energy 
Piles are connected in series to the tubes which connects to the heat pump in the energy central. Before connecting them to the heat pump, a 
pressure test is performed to ensure the piles are 100% air and water tight.

In practice, there are several ways to connect the Energy Piles to the heat pump, 3 of which are shown below:

CENTRUM PÆLE A/S
Dimensioning tool

CENTRUM PÆLE A/S
Dimensioning tool

Centrum Pile
Dimensioning Energy Pile systems
An industrial Ph.D. study finished in 2018 by Maria Alberdi-Pagola highlighted Energy Piles’ long-term 
feasibility and resulted in the development of a dimensioning tool.

Through the use of its dimensioning tool, Centrum Pile can accruately determine the amount of  
Energy Piles required to satisfy the energy demand of any building.

Furthermore, the dimensioning tool can determine the long-term effect of the Energy Piles to ensure the 
energy extracted from the ground will not result in a perma frost effect in the ground that would render the 
system unusable.

The dimensioning tool takes all vital factors into consideration to give an accurate and secure estimation of 
the dimensioned scenario.

Building needs
The energy demands of the building. Typically given in an energy demand report.

Groundwater flow
Groundwater flow is considered an asset for Energy Piles, as it adds new 
energy to the area occassionally.

Thermal properties of concrete
An important factor as the concrete determines how well energy is transferred 
between the ground and the fluid in the tubes.

Energy pile length
The length of the Energy Pile determines how far into the ground the piles go and by 
extension how many meters of tubes for energy transfer is available.

Distance between energy piles
It is important to ensure that Energy Piles will not draw on each others’ energy resources. Therefore, a minimum 
distance of 3m between them is essential.

Energy pile cross section
The cross section determines the amount of concrete covering the tubes, which 
affects the energy transfer between the ground and the fluid in the tubes

Thermal properties of soil
The heat transfer capability of the soil in which the Energy Piles are placed.This is 
vital to know in order to establish how much energy can be extracted from the soil. 
This information can be extracted from a geotechnical report from the building site.

Installing energy piles
Centrum Pile is an active part of any Energy 
Pile installation project.

One of Centrum Pile’s preferred partners.

Installation in practice

Method 1
Energy Piles are connected to the 
tubes, which are placed in the soil 
under the slab of the building.

Method 2
Energy Piles are connected to the tubes, 
which are placed in a hollow space 
between the double slab of the building.

Method 3
Energy Piles are connected to the tubes, 
which are first bound and later cast into 
the bottom slab of the building.

Source: Design and performance of energy pile foundations, Maria Alberdi-Pagola, July 2018, Aalborg University
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